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ROBOTIC ARM INSTRUMENT PROTECTORS
Craig Ford | Founder and President, SterileBits
Robotic surgery is not new. We are over a decade into it being
standard practice for many procedures. The technology and
hardware have developed, but the principle of attaching, using, and
re-sterilizing bespoke instruments has not. When the first robotic
programs were being set up in hospitals, the instruments were
sterilized in a tray. It was all the possible tools available. As the
practice evolved, surgeons found themselves only using a few key
instruments in most cases. Sterilization and storage of instruments
moved to individual trays. These in themselves are bulky and heavy
and provide no visualization of the instrument. The current
recommended practice is to peel-pack them individually and only
open what you need. This extends the life (or lives) of the
instrument and reduces the re-sterilization count.
This brings with it its own inherent challenges.
Robotic instruments have one end that is heavy. This means that
when the package is opened, gravity and momentum take over. The
shafts are flexible and prone to bending inappropriately. The tips
are far more complex and delicate than those of regular
instruments.
The answer is... packaging specifically designed for robotic
instruments. The most common instruments right now are
Intuitive’s DaVinci Xi, but the principles and sterilization cards can
be adapted as the market develops.
In conjunction with a peel pouch, a sterilization card secures the
instrument on a stable base while reducing the chance of shaft flex
and protecting the tip. The package then has structure and integrity
which protects the sterile barrier. And visualization of the
instrument and key markings are maintained.
Robotic Arm Instrument Protectors are an essential tool in the care,
storage, and deployment of some of the most expensive instruments
in your inventory.
Have more instrument protection questions? Contact Craig at: craig.ford@sterilebits.com
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Craig Ford is the Founder and President of SterileBits, Inc., a
boutique company specializing in the design and
manufacture of sterility assurance consumables and
products used in surgery. SterileBits utilizes a virtual
business model that offers a more cost-effective approach to
product development. In order to eliminate waste, improve
quality, and reduce costs, SterileBits created a team of
clinicians,
engineers,
medical
device
packaging,
manufacturing and operations specialists that operate
remotely.
Combining the core competencies and vast experience of its
team, with outsourced ISO certified and FDA registered
suppliers, SterileBits can deliver high quality products and
much needed savings to the healthcare supply chain.
Having stood in surgery for 20 years as a sales rep and
distributor of spinal implants, Craig believes in listening to
clinicians and technicians to make healthcare better. “New
products don’t always have to be disruptive or come from big
companies. Sometimes a small change to an old standard is
the best way to go.” SterileBits feels this consultative
approach to product development coupled with a virtual
business model is the future. Their goal is to reduce costs and
create lasting value for both the providers and patients.

